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Pit stops are an integral part of most CSCC races. Understanding the rules, working out a ‘game plan’ and then practicing can
give you an advantage over other drivers.
Timed Pit Stops
Those series with timed pit stops are measured from the pit-in line (where the pit lane speed limit starts) to the pit-out line
(when you can speed up, out of the pit-lane). A timed pit-stop allows you time to make a driver change, take a drink or adjust
tyre pressures. Single drivers may sit in the car without exiting and may leave the engine running if they wish. You, the driver
are responsible for timing yourself, so invest in an easy to reach, simple, countdown timer (from just a few pounds). There is
no margin of tolerance for a short stop, don’t be tempted to press your stop watch early (think about it) and give yourself an
extra couple of seconds for error. We don’t want you to pick up a penalty.
Quick As You Can
CSCC series with this type of pit stop are untimed and as the name suggests, the pit stop can be carried out as briskly or slowly as you wish, but above all else, must be done safely.
Practice and Prepare
Practice your pit stop in your full race kit and explain to anyone helping you EXACTLY what you want them to do, where to stand
and where to avoid, for their own safety. Practicing and/or getting help from friends can gain you an advantage/limit your time
losses over your competitors. In the morning it is worth checking with your own eyes where the speed limit signs are located,
some pit lanes have multiple painted lines which can confuse. You and your team should be willing to change where you plan
to stop, no point agreeing to stop outside garage 19 if there are already 4 cars stopped there.
Keep safe
When you intend to carry out your mandatory pit stop (within the pit window), please use your mirrors to check for cars nearby,
then indicate your intention to leave the circuit, positioning your car to prevent a following vehicle overtaking to the side of the
pit entry.
Slow down to the pit lane speed, travel down the lane adjacent to the pit wall, then pull well over in a vacant area of the stopping area, so that pit crew are not having to walk into a live travelling lane. Do not block a competitor by parking too closely,
instead park behind another car as they should be out of your way by the time you are ready to leave.
Carry out the procedures in this guide for your series, then allow enough time for you to be certain your shoulder belts are over
your FHR (where applicable).
If you are part of a 2-driver team and have different proportions, make sure your lap belts are suitably tight for both drivers:
pulling on shoulder straps only can result in your buckle being up past your navel, this will almost certainly result in serious,
soft tissue injury, in the event of a crash.
Check your mirrors, then pull away from your pit box briskly but under full control of your car, wheel-spinning or drifting will
quickly gain you a penalty and a chat with the Motorsport UK Clerks.
Do not impede a competitor, no overtaking in the pit lane. Do not cross the blend line when re-joining the track and use your
mirrors, cars will be bearing down on you at a faster speed and you should not cross their path if at all possible.
Winners Penalties
Many of our series have overall winners’ penalties, these are either served in the penalty box, or as part of your pit stop.
Please see individual series regulations for clarity. Winners Penalties apply to both the car and the driver. If the driver races a
different car in a subsequent race, the penalty still applies, likewise, if another competitor races the car in a subsequent race,
the penalty still applies to the car.
Pit Window
Pit Window
30 minute race
Race Start
00:00
Pit Window Opens* 10:00
Pit Window Closed* 20:00
Chequered Flag
30:00

40 minute race
00:00
10:00
25:00
40:00

60 minute race
00:00
20:00
40:00
60:00

